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The conference aims to explore new concepts, technologies, and potential applications that are crucial to soft sensors, actuators, energy harvesting, soft robotics, and wearable systems. These technologies are applied to human and complex systems in engineering and medicine. The focus of this year’s theme will be on emerging areas of wearable technology, such as the Internet of Things (IoT), virtual reality, and augmented reality. It will also cover smart textile innovation, organic thin films and printable flexible electronics, touch-controlled devices and systems, mobile wearable healthcare systems, wireless power feedback routines and devices for medical technology, smart optical materials technology, long-life micro-power systems, and thermoelectric energy conversion films and systems.

The conference aims to facilitate interdisciplinary exchange to promote a better understanding of engineering systems from biological ones. This includes topics such as nanowires, carbon nanotubes, magnetic nanotubes, organic electronics, MEMS, bioMEMS, nanostructures, nano-electronics, microfluidics, high selectivity and sensitivity biological and chemical sensors, detection of harmful chemical and biological agents, microsensors for radioactivity, low power consumption physical and chemical sensors, security electronics, reliability and failure aspects, biomedical applications, biomimetics, fast DNA sequencing, smart drug delivery, polymer electronics, nano-optics, analytical techniques at the nanoscale, nano-assembly behavior, nano-integration, noise aspects, and information technology at nanoscale, multifunctional nanosystems, and nano/bio interface.

Additionally, the conference will focus on advanced methods for testing, reliability, packaging, and metrology of micro- and nano-scale materials and devices. The conference invites papers on a variety of related topics:

**FUNCTIONAL MATERIALS AND CONVERGENCE TECHNOLOGIES**
- nanomaterials: CNT, graphene, nanowire, MXene, MOF, CTF, COF, etc.
- biomaterials: cellulose, silk, chitosan, diatom, etc
- functional materials for soft sensors, actuators, and energy harvesters
- functional materials for wearable systems
- integration of nano- and micro-sensors with microelectronics
- integration of sensors with flexible organic electronics
- nano- , bio- and IT-convergence technologies.

**SOFT ACTUATORS AND SOFT ROBOTICS**
- soft materials and soft actuators
- stretchable electrodes and devices
- electroactive-polymer-based artificial muscles
- soft haptic feedback and tactile devices
- enhanced virtual reality with haptics
- metaverse
- soft robotics and mechatronic devices.

**ENERGY MATERIALS AND MICRO-POWER SYSTEMS**
- triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG) and energy harvesting
- TENG-based sensors and applications
- energy transfer and conversion technologies
- biomedical and implantable applications
- functional energy storage devices
- micro-power device concepts for long-life operation
- emerging and nascent materials for micro-power devices
- micro-battery and structural battery.
WEARABLE TECHNOLOGIES AND INTERFACING WITH INDUSTRIES
• e-textile based smart garments
• health monitoring e-bra, e-bro, and e-band aid
• monitoring health conditions with flexible wireless EEG, EOG, EMG sensors
• smart communication module with smart phone, Wi-Fi, GSM, GPRS
• panel with industries pursuing the wearable technology
• organic thin film and printable electronics
• integration of flex electronics for wearable devices
• wearable power
• smart textiles
• textile-based supercapacitors and batteries
• virtual reality and augmented reality.

APPLICATIONS IN ENGINEERING AND MEDICINE
• thermoelectric energy conversion systems
• thin-film hybrid PV/thermoelectric solar panels
• biomedical
• pharmaceutical
• human-computer interactions
• brain-computer interface; brain-machine interface
• surgical procedures and nanosystems implementation
• wireless power feedback routines and devices for medical applications.
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